Background
In October 2004, approximately 30 connectionist and nonconnectionist researchers gathered at a AAAI symposium to discuss and debate a topic of central concern in artificial intelligence and cognitive science: the nature of compositionality. The symposium offered participants an opportunity to confront the persistent belief among traditional cognitive scientists that connectionist models are, in principle, incapable of systematically composing and manipulating the elements of mental structure (words, concept, semantic roles, etc.).
Participants met this challenge, with several connectionist models serving as proofs of concept that connectionism is indeed capable of building and manipulating compositional cognitive representations (Levy and Gayler, 2004) .
Topic and Goals
For this workshop we will focus on what may now be the major issue in connectionism and computational cognitive neuroscience: the debate between proponents of localist representations (e.g. Page, 2000) , in which a single unit or population of units encodes one (and only one) item, and proponents of distributed representations, in which all units participate in the encoding of all items (see Plate, 2002 , for an overview).
The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers working with a wide range of compositional connectionist models, independent of application domain (e.g. language, logic, analogy, web search), with a focus on what commitments (if any) each model makes to localist or distributed representation. We have solicited submissions from both localist and distributed modelers, as well as those whose work bypasses this distinction or challenges its importance. We expect vigorous and exciting debate on this issue.
Specifically, the workshop will seek to address the following topics:
(1) What do we mean by "localist" / "distributed" in terms of the relationship between connectionist units and the items they represent? (2) To what extent is the term "connectionist" still valid?
Has the distributed / localist dimension supplanted the symbolic / connectionist dimension as the major axis of difference among cognitive models? (3) How plausible and feasible is "holistic" computation, in which an entire structure is manipulated with sensitivity to its constituent parts without being decomposed into those parts? Does this feasibility depend on whether the representation is localist / distributed? (4) Are temporal-synchrony-firing models necessarily localist? (5) What constraints can neuroscience research bring to the distributed / localist debate? What can this debate contribute to the interpretation of neuroscientific research? (6) Are some cognitive functions more plausibly seen as localist, and others more plausibly distributed? (7) Do distributed (or localist) models scale more easily than localist (or distributed) models to realistically large problems? (8) If two connectionist models, one distributed and the other localist, both account reasonably well for the same phenomenon, how can we judge between them? (9) What mathematical principles (fractals, holography, chaos, etc.) can be borrowed from physics and other sciences to shed light on the nature of connectionist mental representations?
Importance of Workshop
This workshop addresses fundamental representational issues that cut across disciplines. Participants who have expressed an intention to submit a paper or attend come from a variety of backgrounds, including cognitive science, neuroscience, philosophy, psychology, engineering, and computer science. The success of our 2004 workshop and the continued interest of its participants make us feel that this workshop will contribute to the advancement of the field. 
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Program and Publication Plans
Abstracts have been solicited from participants of the 2004 symposium, researchers known to be interested in this area, and readers of relevant research mailing lists. We expect to select approximately 10 abstracts to be presented as papers at the workshop. The program will be available at http://www.cs.wlu.edu/~levy/cogsci2010/ We propose to follow up the workshop with a special issue in Cognitive Science or other relevant journal.
